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Abstract A semantics with plural entities and plural times accounts for cumulative relations
between plural arguments and temporal expressions. The semantics equips nom-
inal, verbal and sentential meanings with temporal context variables and treats
temporal modifiers as temporal generalized quantifiers; cumulative conjunction,
however, takes place at types lower than generalized quantifiers. The mediation
of temporal context variables allows cumulative relations to percolate between an
argument in a main clause and one in a temporal clause, in apparent violation
of locality restrictions. Plural times form a semilattice structure imposed on the
set of intervals; no interaction is observed between this and the internal temporal
structure of intervals.

1 Introduction

Plural arguments (subject or object) may exhibit cumulative relations with temporal
and locative expressions: sentence (1) may be true even if each conference only ended
once, and sentence (2) may be true if Bob only buried each witness in one place.

(1) The conferences ended on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.

(2) Bob buried the witnesses in basements and garbage dumps.

To account for such data we present a minimal extension of the theory of quantifica-
tional temporal and locative modifiers (Pratt and Francez 1997, 2001; von Stechow
2002; Francez and Steedman to appear; Artstein 2005). The above works assume that
the temporal domain is a set of intervals (Francez and Steedman add a locative domain),
and analyze all temporal modifiers as generalized quantifiers (von Stechow 2002 uses
Quantifier Raising in Logical Form). Our extension makes the following amendments.

1. The temporal and locative domains have a structure which represents plural times
and locations (cf. Krifka 1990b; Landman 1996, 2000 for similar claims about
events).

2. Temporal and locative modifiers may be of a lower type than generalized quan-
tifiers.

∗This is an extended version of a paper presented at the Fourteenth Amsterdam Colloquium (Artstein and
Francez 2003).
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2 Ron Artstein and Nissim Francez

An additional observation, namely that cumulative relations are allowedacrosstem-
poral and locative clause boundaries, follows from our analysis without violating the
generalization of Beck and Sauerland (2000) that cumulative relations are subject to
locality constraints.

Cumulative readings, also called codistributive readings, obtain between plural ar-
guments, as in the following examples.

(3) George and John kissed the babies.

(4) The babies were born to Jeanne and Jill.

Sentence (3) may be true if each of George and John kissed all of the babies, but it
is also true if each of them only kissed some of the babies. Likewise, sentence (4)
does not imply that each baby was born to two mothers (which would be inconsistent
with the world as we know it); it is true if some of the babies were born to Jeanne
and the others were born to Jill. In general, a cumulative relation holds between two
plural arguments when each element in the extension of the first argument (the babies
in example (4)) stands in the corresponding singular relation (“be born to”) to at least
one element in the extension of the second argument (Jeanne and Jill), and vice versa.
Such a reading stands in contrast to distributive readings, as inthe babies smiled, which
implies that each of the babies smiled, and also to collective readings as inthe babies
met, which is not reducible to properties of individual babies. Cumulative readings
of nominal arguments have been discussed extensively in the literature (see e.g. Scha
1981; Link 1983; Krifka 1990a; Schwarzschild 1994; Landman 1996, 2000; Sternefeld
1998; Winter 2000).

Cumulative relations are also possible between a nominal argument (subject or ob-
ject) and a temporal or locative expression, as in (1) and (2) above. It is the plural
argument in the above sentences which allows for a reading that is consistent with one
ending per conference and one burial per witness. If we replace the plural arguments
with universally quantified ones, we get sentences which entail that each conference
ended more than once, and each witness was buried more than once.

(5) Each conference ended on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.

(6) Bob buried each witness in basements and garbage dumps.

Another point to note is that the plural temporal and locative expressions in (1) and (2)
denote plural times and locations rather than a long time interval or a broad location.
Sentence (7) is consistent with all the conferences ending on one day, whereas sen-
tence (1) is not; likewise, sentence (8) is consistent with burying all the witnesses in
one place, while sentence (2) is not.

(7) The conferences ended between Tuesday and Thursday.

(8) Bob buried the witnesses between basements and garbage dumps.

This paper develops a semantics in which plural temporal expressions denote plural
temporal objects (locations are omitted for brevity). We will not get into the the exact
lexical meaning ofbetween, but a natural interpretation is that it involves a function
that maps plural time intervals to single intervals, e.g. the plural interval denoted by
Tuesday and Thursday is mapped to a single interval than spans both members of the
plurality.
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Plurality and temporal modification 3

The semantics of temporal and locative modification equips nominal, verbal and
sentential meanings with contextual variables that range over times and locations (Pratt
and Francez 1997, 2001; von Stechow 2002; Francez and Steedman to appear; Artstein
2005). Originally, these variables were introduced to capture the correct cascading, or
nesting, of PP modifiers. We propose that these variables range over plural entities as
well. Cumulative readings are captured through the star operator of Link (1983), and
the cumulative relations between nominal and temporal or locative arguments are me-
diated through the context variables. A benefit of the context variable approach is that
it gives a straightforward account of cumulative relations between nominal arguments
that are separated by a clause boundary. Sauerland (1998), Beck (2000), and Beck and
Sauerland (2000) observe that cumulative readings are generally subject to a locality
restriction, stating roughly that the two plural arguments should be in the same clause,
or arguments of the same predicate. But this restriction does not prevent a cumulative
relation between an argument in a temporal or locative adjunct clause and an argument
outside that clause. Thus, sentence (10) has a (true) cumulative reading, just like (9)
does; likewise, sentence (11) has a cumulative reading.

(9) Andrew Johnson and Lyndon B. Johnson succeeded Lincoln and Kennedy.

(10) Andrew Johnson and Lyndon B. Johnson took office after Lincoln and Kennedy
were assassinated.

(11) A cherry tree and an apple tree grow where Lincoln and Kennedy were shot.

According to the theory developed in this paper, cumulative readings are available in
the above examples because temporal and locative modification relates the context vari-
ables of the main and adjunct clauses. A cumulative relation does not obtain directly
between an argument in the main clause and one in the embedded clause; rather, a
cumulative relation holds within each clause between the nominal argument and the
temporal or locative context variable, and the relation between arguments in the two
clauses follows from the relations between the context variables.

Section 2 presents the underlying theories of plural representation and temporal
modification. Section 3 introduces temporal generalized quantifiers and derives sen-
tences with cumulative readings. Sections 4, 5, and 6 extend the analysis to temporal
cascades, coordinate temporal PPs, and coordinate temporal prepositions. Section 7
analyzes cumulative readings of sentences with embedded temporal clauses, and sec-
tion 8 offers a summary and conclusion.

2 Plural times

We assume a plural ontology similar to that of Link (1983), where individuals and
pluralities are of the same type. The domain is sorted into two types –e for entities and
i for time intervals; each subdomain constitutes a semilattice which is isomorphic to
a structure where pluralities are freely formed sets of individuals (cf. Landman 1989).
Atoms of typee are individual entities. Atoms of typei are intervals: given a time
axis 〈A, ≤〉 which is a set of instantsA ordered by a precedence relation≤ (a total
ordering), we define abasic intervalas any convex subset ofA (the convexity property
is due to convention; nothing in what follows hinges upon it). These basic intervals
form the atoms of the semilatticeI of plural time intervals.

Plural time intervals are of the same logical type as basic time intervals (typei ),
but they have a mereological structure. Thus, distinct plural time intervals can occupy
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overlapping and even identical parts of the time axis. For example, suppose John ate
from 15:00 to 16:00 and slept from 16:00 to 18:00, while Mary slept from 15:00 to
17:00 and ate from 17:00 to 18:00. The plural time interval corresponding to John’s
eating and sleeping is the join of two basic intervals, namely [15, 16]⊕ [16, 18], while
the plural time interval corresponding to Mary’s sleeping and eating is the join of dif-
ferent intervals, namely [15, 17] ⊕ [17, 18]. These two plural intervals project to the
same part of the time axis, but are distinct in that they have different structures.

The relation between the semilattice of intervalsI and the set of instantsA is similar
to the relation noted by Link (1983) between count individuals and the matter that they
consist of – for example,the cards and the deck of cards refer to distinct individuals
constituted of the same substance matter (Link 1983, page 304). The two structures
of the temporal domain serve distinct purposes: the time axis determines precedence
relations among (basic) intervals, while the semilattice structure accounts for plurality.

We impose no restrictions on〈A, ≤〉 other than the requirement that≤ should be a
total ordering. In particular, we are agnostic as to whether〈A, ≤〉 is discrete or dense.
This is not meant to imply that such restrictions are not needed; they just appear to be
of little or no consequence to the issues of plurality treated here. The same goes for
the precedence relation on (basic) intervals: there are various questions as to the proper
way of determining this relation from the ordering of instants (regarding overlapping
intervals in particular), but we have not found an interesting interaction of these issues
with matters of plurality.

The formalism used in this paper is similar in notation to that of Artstein (2005),
but temporal context variables are bound in all formulas as in Pratt and Francez (2001)
and Francez and Steedman (to appear). The reader is referred to the above works for
a full introduction to temporal generalized quantifier theory; here we will only give
the essentials. We use a two-sorted language with lambda abstraction, which repre-
sents times explicitly. Temporal predicates are assumed to have a temporal argument
of typei corresponding to the event time; for conciseness and clarity we will only show
the temporal argument of event predicates, writing for exampleλi .meeting(i ) instead
of the more cumbersomeλi .∃e[i = time(e) ∧ meeting(e)]. Representations are en-
riched by temporal context variables, which are variables of typei that stand for time
frames for the evaluation of sentences (Pratt and Francez 1997, 2001). Propositions are
not simply truth values, but functions of typei t from temporal contexts to truth values;
the highest temporal context variable stands for the overall temporal context of evalua-
tion, and is indicated by a distinguished variableı̂ . Temporal prepositions are functions
from temporal contexts and intervals to temporal intervals, soafter(i, j ) denotes the
interval spanning from the end of the intervalj to end of its contexti (assuming that
j ⊆ i , see (51) below). Temporal modification involves subordinating the temporal
context of the modified expression to that of the temporal modifier, as in the following
derivation. We ignore tense throughout this paper.

(12) Modified expression –Bill cried: λı̂ .∃i [i ⊆ ı̂ ∧ cry(bill )(i )]

(13) Modifier –after each meeting:
λJλı̂ .∀i [(i ⊆ ı̂ ∧ meeting(i )) → J(after(ı̂, i ))]

(14) Bill cried after each meeting:
λı̂ .∀i [(i ⊆ ı̂ ∧ meeting(i )) → ∃i ′[i ′ ⊆ after(ı̂, i ) ∧ cry(bill )(i ′)]]

We use aboldface font for constants in the logical language, and asans-serif font for
natural language expressions.
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Plurality and temporal modification 5

The following additions to the logical language are used in the translations of plural
expressions. The symbol ‘⊕’ denotes the join operations on the semilattice structures
of entities and time intervals (Link 1983), and the symbol ‘v’ denotes the inherent
order on these semilattices (the part-of relation, Link’s5).

(15) Jx ⊕ yK is the join ofJxK andJyK (a plural individual).

Ji ⊕ j K is the join ofJi K andJ j K (a plural time interval).

(16) Jx v yK = 1 if JxK is part ofJyK in the semilattice of individuals.

Ji v j K = 1 if Ji K is part ofJ j K in the semilattice of intervals.

The star operator (Link 1983) translates plural expressions. IfP is a one-place pred-
icate, then the plural predicate∗P is true of an argument just in case the argument is
composed of one or more parts of whichP holds.

(17) For anyP of typeσ t anda of typeσ , σ an individual type (e or i ):

J∗P(a)K = 1 iff JaK is the join ofn objectsJa1K, . . . , JanK (n ≥ 1), and for each
i ≤ n, JP(ai )K = 1.

For example, the sentenceBill and Mary cried would be translated (without temporal
information) as∗cry(bill ⊕ mary), entailing that each of Bill and Mary cried.

Two-place plural predicates allow for cumulative relations between their arguments
(Scha 1981; Krifka 1990a,b): each binary relationR corresponds to a plural rela-
tion ∗R which licenses a cumulative reading (the question of where cumulativity origi-
nates is orthogonal to the matter at hand, so we will not go into the debate on whether it
arises through lexical or syntactic means; for recent discussion see Winter 2000; Beck
2000; Beck and Sauerland 2000).

(18) For anyR of typeστ t , a of typeσ andb of typeτ , σ andτ individual types:

J∗R(a)(b)K = 1 iff

a. JaK is the join ofn objectsJa1K, . . . , JanK (n ≥ 1),

b. JbK is the join ofm objectsJb1K, . . . , JbmK (m ≥ 1),

c. for eachi ≤ n exists somej ≤ m such thatJR(ai )(b j )K = 1, and

d. for eachj ≤ m exists somei ≤ n such thatJR(ai )(b j )K = 1,

For example, the sentenceAlice and Mary kissed John and Bill would be translated
(without temporal information) as∗kiss(john ⊕ bill )(alice ⊕ mary), entailing that
each of Alice and Mary kissed (at least) one of John and Bill, and each of John and
Bill was kissed by (at least) one of Alice and Mary – a cumulative reading. Temporal
predicates with a single nominal argument (typeeit) are binary relations, and thus they
license cumulative readings between their nominal and temporal arguments.

3 Temporal generalized quantifiers

3.1 Plural temporal modifiers

Temporal modifiers denote temporal generalized quantifiers, which apply to temporal
properties denoted by sentences (Pratt and Francez 1997, 2001; von Stechow 2002;
Francez and Steedman to appear; Artstein 2005). We start with a simple case of tem-
poral modification – an intransitive verb with a plural subject and a plural temporal
modifier.
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(19) The conferences ended on weekends.

We will assume that the definite article translates as the sum operatorσ , which denotes
the maximal element in the appropriate semilattice (Link 1983).

(20) Jσ x.P(x)K is the maximal element which satisfies the formulaλx.P(x), that is
the unique element which satisfies the formulaλx.∀y[ P(y) → y v x] (a plural
individual).

(21) the conferences: σ x.∗conf(x)

Notice thatconferences in (21) denotes a predicate of individuals, whereasmeeting
in (13) denoted a predicate of times. This difference is due to the nouns’ syntactic con-
texts, which determines their semantic type – predicates of individuals when serving
as verb arguments, and predicates of time intervals when serving as complements of
temporal prepositions. In a richer ontology, conferences and meetings could denote
events (see Artstein 2005, page 559; thanks to an anonymous reviewer for raising this
point).

Predication is plural by default (cf. Landman 1996, 2000). Verbal predicates have
a temporal argument, which is temporally included in the context of evaluationı̂ and
existentially quantified, as seen on the meaning of the one-place verbal predicateend.

(22) end: λxλı̂ .∃i ′[i ′ ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗end(x)(i ′)]

The constantend denotes a binary relation of typeeit and inclusion ‘⊆’ is a binary
relation of typei i t , so the stars ‘∗’ in the above expression have the semantics as
in (18).

The sentencethe conferences ended receives the meaning representation (23) through
straightforward function application.

(23) λı̂ .∃i ′[i ′ ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗end(σ x.∗conf(x))(i ′)]

The constantconf is a unary predicate symbol, so the star ‘∗’ in front of it has the
meaning as in (17).

The prepositionon serves to indicate that the following noun phrase,weekends,
is interpreted temporally. The temporal meaning of the common nounweekends is a
predicate of time intervals, which translates as the plural of the constantweekendof
type i t .

(24) λi .∗weekend(i )

The time intervali in the above expression needs to be temporally included in the
overall context of evaluation, so the temporal context variableı̂ is added by means of a
contextualization operation, which maps any temporal propertyλi .J(i ) to the function
λi λı̂ .i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ J(i ) – a relation between event times and context times.

(25) λi λı̂ .i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗weekend(i )

For this example contextualization can be considered to be a lexical operation, but
contextualization must also be allowed to happen outside the lexicon because it needs
to apply to conjoined common nouns; more on this in section 4.

The variablesi andı̂ in the above representation range over both plural and singular
(basic) intervals. The property denoted by (25) is true of an event timei and a context̂ı
if they are (plural) intervals consisting of (one or more) parts, such that each part ofi
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is a weekend and is included in (at least) one part ofı̂ , and each part of̂ı includes (at
least) one part ofi .

English allows indefinite plural NPs without a determiner, soweekends is also an
NP which should have a generalized quantifier denotation; this is arrived at through the
application of an implicit existential determiner meaning. Sinceweekends is a contex-
tualized temporal common noun of typei i t , it requires a (raised) temporal determiner
of type(i i t )(i t )i t (26). The NPweekends thus denotes atemporalgeneralized quanti-
fier (27).

(26) λI i i t λJλı̂ .∃i [ I (i )(ı̂) ∧ J(i )]

(27) λJλı̂ .∃i [i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗weekend(i ) ∧ J(i )]

The prepositionon itself, like during and other prepositions of temporal identity, de-
notes the identity function on temporal generalized quantifiers: such prepositions force
a temporal reading of their complements, but do not provide a time-changing function
like after or before. See Pratt and Francez (2001), Francez and Steedman (to appear),
and Artstein (2005) for details. Therefore the meaning of the PPon weekends is the
same temporal generalized quantifier (27) above.

Finally, temporal modification subordinates the temporal context of the main clause
the conferences ended (23) to the temporal modifieron weekends (27) through straight-
forward function application.

(28) The conferences ended on weekends:
λı̂ .∃i [i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗weekend(i )

∧ ∃i ′[i ′ ∗⊆ i ∧ ∗end(σ x.∗conf(x))(i ′)]]

The sentence is true in a contextı̂ if there exist (plural) intervalsi andi ′, such that each
conference ended on (at least) one part ofi ′, each such part is a subinterval of (at least)
one part ofi , and each of those parts is a weekend and is included in the contextı̂ . This
entails that each of the conferences ended on a weekend. The indefinite NPweekends
is not subject to a maximality condition, so there may well be weekends within the
contextı̂ on which no conference ended.

The first conjuncti ∗⊆ ı̂ in (28) allows for further temporal modification, leading
to temporal ‘cascades’ (section 4). We interpret the variableı̂ as the overall temporal
context of evaluation; on the reasonable assumption that such contexts are singular
(basic) intervals, the conjuncti ∗⊆ ı̂ entails that all the individual intervals at which
the conferences ended are subintervals of the temporal context of evaluation for the
sentence.

The sentencethe conferences ended on some weekends receives the exact same
translation (28), becausesome denotes the temporal determiner (26) which was added
implicitly in (27).

The sentencethe conferences ended on the weekends requires a definite temporal
determiner (29); this is equivalent to the Russellian definite determiner used in Pratt and
Francez (2001) and Francez and Steedman (to appear) (see also Link 1983, page 318).

(29) the: λI i i t λJλı̂ .∃i [(i = σ i ′′.I (i ′′)(ı̂)) ∧ J(i )]

This imposes a maximality requirement on the denotation ofweekends, so the sentence
is only true if some conference or other ended on each weekend in the contextı̂ .

(30) The conferences ended on the weekends:
λı̂ .∃i [i = σ i ′′[i ′′ ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗weekend(i ′′)]

∧ ∃i ′[i ′ ∗⊆ i ∧ ∗end(σ x.∗conf(x))(i ′)]]
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Finally, we can takeall to denote a universal plural determiner.

(31) all: λI i i t λJλı̂ .∀i [(i = σ i ′′.I (i ′′)(ı̂)) → J(i )]

(32) The conferences ended on all weekends:
λı̂ .∀i [i = σ i ′′[i ′′ ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗weekend(i ′′)]

→ ∃i ′[i ′ ∗⊆ i ∧ ∗end(σ x.∗conf(x))(i ′)]]

The truth conditions of this formula are similar to those of the previous one, except that
it does not entail the existence of a weekend in the overall context of evaluationı̂ .

3.2 Conjoined temporal modifiers

We see cumulativity effects when the temporal modifier has coordinate plural common
nouns. The natural language conjunctionand has a cumulative denotation, defined
in terms of the join operation ‘⊕’ on individuals: an objectα is in the denotation of
a coordinate expression if it is the join of two objectsα1 andα2, whereα1 is in the
denotation of the first conjunct andα2 is in the denotation of the second (Link 1983;
Krifka 1990a).

(33) and(et)(et)(et): λPλQλx.∃x1, x2[x = x1 ⊕ x2 ∧ P(x1) ∧ Q(x2)]

and(i t )(i t )(i t ): λI λJλi .∃i1, i2[i = i1 ⊕ i2 ∧ I (i1) ∧ J(i2)]

The coordinate NPweekends and holidays is interpreted using this cumulative con-
junction (34); the conjoined meaning is contextualized, and an existential determiner
then turns it into a temporal generalized quantifier (35), which applies to the main
clause (23) yielding the sentence meaning (36).

(34) λi .∃i1, i2[i = i1 ⊕ i2 ∧ ∗weekend(i1) ∧ ∗holiday(i2)]

(35) λJλı̂ .∃i [i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∃i1, i2[i = i1 ⊕ i2 ∧ ∗weekend(i1) ∧ ∗holiday(i2)]
∧ J(i )]

(36) The conferences ended on weekends and holidays:
λı̂ .∃i [i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∃i1, i2[i = i1 ⊕ i2 ∧ ∗weekend(i1) ∧ ∗holiday(i2)]

∧ ∃i ′[i ′ ∗⊆ i ∧ ∗end(σ x.∗conf(x))(i ′)]]

The semantics of (36) is the desired meaning, which allows a cumulative relation be-
tween the temporal and nominal arguments: the sentence is true in a contextı̂ if there
exist (plural) intervalsi , i1, i2 andi ′ such that the following hold.

1. Each of the conferences ended on (at least) one part ofi ′, each such part is a
subinterval of (at least) one part ofi , and each of those parts is either a part ofi1
(which is a weekend) or a part ofi2 (which is a holiday); this entails that each of
the conferences ended on a weekend or on a holiday.

2. Each part ofi1 (which is a weekend) and each part ofi2 (which is a holiday)
includes at least one part ofi ′, and on each of those parts at least one conference
ended; this entails that at least one of the conferences ended on a weekend, and
one on a holiday.

(An additional requirement which is not modeled here is that there should be at least
two conferences which ended on [different] weekends, and two which ended on [differ-
ent] holidays; this follows if we take the plural morphemes onweekends andholidays
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to denote literal semantic plurality – the circled star ‘~’ of Link (1983). See Artstein
(2001) for an account of this phenomenon, calledmultiple plurality.)

We can also use cumulative conjunction between a singular indefinite and a plural
indefinite, as inweekends and a holiday (37). This yields the desired representation
when applied to a sentence likethe conferences ended (38).

(37) λi .∃i1, i2[i = i1 ⊕ i2 ∧ ∗weekend(i1) ∧ holiday(i2)]

(38) The conferences ended on weekends and a holiday:
λı̂ .∃i [i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∃i1, i2[i = i1 ⊕ i2 ∧ ∗weekend(i1) ∧ holiday(i2)]

∧ ∃i ′[i ′ ∗⊆ i ∧ ∗end(σ x.∗conf(x))(i ′)]]

Exactly the same treatment is given to the expressionTuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday in (1). The individual conjuncts will be translated as properties of intervals
(type i t ): λi .Tue(i ), λi .Wed(i ), λi .Thu(i ). Constituents likeevery Tuesday or few
Wednesdays show that such properties are true of all intervals which are Tuesdays or
Wednesdays, but when translating bare day names these functions are true of only one
particular day interval which is determined from context; how this interval gets chosen
is a complicated matter which will not concern us here (for discussion see Kamp and
Reyle 1993, page 614ff).

Cumulative conjunction gives the meaning of the coordinate expression (39), and
contextualization and a determiner turn it into a temporal generalized quantifier (40),
which applies to the main clause (41).

(39) λi .∃i1, i2, i3[i = i1 ⊕ i2 ⊕ i3 ∧ Tue(i1) ∧ Wed(i2) ∧ Thu(i3)]

(40) λJλı̂ .∃i [i ∗⊆ ı̂
∧ ∃i1, i2, i3[i = i1 ⊕ i2 ⊕ i3 ∧ Tue(i1) ∧ Wed(i2) ∧ Thu(i3)]
∧ J(i )]

(41) λı̂ .∃i [i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∃i1, i2, i3[i = i1 ⊕ i2 ⊕ i3 ∧ Tue(i1) ∧ Wed(i2) ∧ Thu(i3)]
∧ ∃i ′[i ′ ∗⊆ i ∧ ∗end(σ x.∗conf(x))(i ′)]]

The final representation allows for the desired cumulative relation: the sentence is true
if there exist (plural) intervalsi andi ′, such that each of the conferences ended on (at
least) one part ofi ′, each such part is a subinterval of (at least) one part ofi , and each
of those parts is Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday – this entails that each conference
ended on (at least) one of Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday; also, each of Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday is a part ofi , each such part includes at least one part ofi ′,
and on each of those parts at least one conference ended – this entails that on each of
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, at least one of the conferences ended.

4 Temporal cascades

The temporal context variablêı in (36) allows for further temporal modification, lead-
ing to temporal ‘cascades’ (Pratt and Francez 1997, 2001). Such cascades can also give
rise to cumulative readings.

(42) In the winter and summer, the conferences ended on weekends and holidays.

The sentence has a cumulative reading, which allows for the possibility that none of
the winter conferences ended on a holiday (as long as at least one of the summer con-
ferences did). The entailments of this reading can be summarized as follows: (i) each
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of the conferences ended on a weekend or on a holiday in the winter or in the summer;
(ii) at least one of the conferences ended on a weekend in the winter or summer and
one on a holiday in the winter or summer; (iii) at least one of the conferences ended on
a weekend or holiday in the winter and one on a weekend or holiday in the summer.

We derive this cumulative reading by coordinating and contextualizing the nouns
winter andsummer (43), turning the result into a temporal generalized quantifier with
the determinerthe (44), and applying this to the modified sentencethe conferences
ended on weekends and holidays (36).

(43) λi λı̂ .i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∃i1, i2[i = i1 ⊕ i2 ∧ winter(i1) ∧ summer(i2)]

(44) λJλı̂ .∃i [i = σ i ′[i ′ ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∃i ′1, i ′2[i ′ = i ′1 ⊕ i ′2 ∧ winter(i ′1) ∧ summer(i ′2)]]
∧ J(i )]

(45) λJλı̂ .∃i [i = σ i ′[i ′ ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∃i ′1, i ′2[i ′ = i ′1 ⊕ i ′2 ∧ winter(i ′1) ∧ summer(i ′2)]]
∧ ∃i ′′[i ′′ ∗⊆ i

∧ ∃i ′′1, i ′′2 [i ′′ = i ′′1 ⊕ i ′′2 ∧ ∗weekend(i ′′1) ∧ ∗holiday(i ′′2)]
∧ ∃i ′′′[i ′′′ ∗⊆ i ′′ ∧ ∗end(σ x.∗conf(x))(i ′′′)]]]

The formula (45) represents the desired cumulative reading: it is true if there exist
(plural) intervalsi , i ′′ andi ′′′, such that all of the following hold:

1. Each of the conferences ended on (at least) one part ofi ′′′, each such part is a
subinterval of (at least) one part ofi ′′ (which is either a weekend or a holiday),
and each of those parts is a subinterval of (at least) one part ofi (which is either
the winter or the summer); this entails that each of the conferences ended on a
weekend or on a holiday in the winter or in the summer.

2. Each part ofi ′′ includes (at least) one part ofi ′′′ (when at least one conference
ended); sincei ′′ is the sum of at least one weekend and one holiday, this entails
that at least one of the conferences ended on a weekend (in the winter or summer)
and one on a holiday (in the winter or summer).

3. Each of the winter and summer includes (at least) one part ofi ′′ (a weekend or a
holiday), which includes (at least) one part ofi ′′′ (when at least one conference
ended); this entails that at least one of the conferences ended (on a weekend or
holiday) in the winter and one (on a weekend or holiday) in the summer.

This meaning representation correctly allows for the possibility that perhaps in one
of the seasons all the conferences ended on weekends, or on holidays. It is for this
reason that contextualization must apply to the coordinate constituentweekends and
holidays (34): if it applied earlier (for instance if common nouns were contextualized
in the lexicon), then the conditioni ′′ ∗⊆ i in (45) would be replaced by two separate
conditions,i ′′1 ∗⊆ i and i ′′2 ∗⊆ i . This would entail that in each of the winter and
the summer, at least one conference ended on a weekend and one on a holiday, an
entailment which is too strong.

(The latter entailment does obtain in a separate reading of the sentence, where
winter andsummer are conjoined by the familiar Booleanand. This results in a con-
junction of two separate propositions, derived by applying each of the denotations of
in the winter andin the summer to the meaning of the modified sentence (36).)
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5 Coordinate temporal preposition phrases

Temporal generalized quantifier theory assumes that temporal preposition phrases, as
a rule, denote temporal generalized quantifiers. Quantificational temporal PPs coordi-
nated by Boolean conjunction do not give rise to cumulative readings: sentence (46)
cannot be understood to mean that some of the conferences took place before most
earthquakes and the others after a hurricane, and (47) cannot be understood to mean
that some of the cookies are hidden inside every drawer and the others below most
shelves. (Note the importance of the articlethe in the subjects of these sentences: with-
out it we get a existential sentences which are interpreted with the familiar Booleanand
on generalized quantifiers.)

(46)#The conferences took place before most earthquakes and after each hurricane.

(47)#The cookies are hidden inside every drawer and below most shelves.

The absence of cumulative readings for (46) and (47) can attributed to the absence of a
general cumulative coordination scheme for generalized quantifiers (see Krifka 1990a
for the difficulties of generalizing cumulative conjunction beyond property types). But
coordinate PPs which are not quantificational do get cumulative interpretations: sen-
tence (48) is true if each conference took place before an earthquake or after a hurri-
cane, and likewise sentence (49) has a cumulative interpretation (locative modifiers are
not analyzed in this paper).

(48) The conferences took place before earthquakes and after hurricanes.

(49) The cookies are hidden inside the washing machine and below the kitchen sink.

The availability of a cumulative interpretation of (48) suggest that the coordination of
the PPs is at a lower type than that of generalized quantifiers.

Translations of temporal prepositions are formed using primitive temporal func-
tions of typei i i , which map an interval included in a context to a new interval (Pratt
and Francez 1997, 2001; Francez and Steedman to appear; Artstein 2005).

(50) before(i, j ) is the interval spanning from the beginning ofi to the beginning
of j , if j ⊆ i ; undefined otherwise.

(51) after(i, j ) is the interval spanning from the end ofj to end of i , if j ⊆ i ;
undefined otherwise.

For this work, we generalize the meanings of temporal primitives to pluralities:∗before
maps a contexti and a plural time intervalj = j1⊕· · ·⊕ jn to a different plural interval
before(i, j1) ⊕ · · · ⊕ before(i, jn); after is treated in an analogous way (this is similar
to the definition of plural roles in Landman 1996, 2000).

(52) ∗before(i, j ) is the join of the intervalsbefore(i, j ′) for all basic intervalsj ′ v

j .

Previous work translated all temporal NPs as temporal generalized quantifiers; tempo-
ral prepositions were therfore translated as modifiers of temporal generalized quanti-
fiers, that is as expressions of type((i t )i t )(i t )i t .

(53) before((i t )i t )(i t )i t : λT (i t )i t .λJλı̂ .T (λi .J(∗before(ı̂, i )))(ı̂)
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12 Ron Artstein and Nissim Francez

We will assume here that indefinite temporal noun phrases denote temporal properties
of type i t , and after contextualization they denote temporal relations between event
times and context times of typei i t ; the type of temporal prepositions which mod-
ify such NPs is therefore(i i t )i i t . The following is the appropriate translation of the
prepositionbefore of the required type.

(54) before(i i t )i i t : λJ i i t λi ′λı̂ .∃i [ J(i )(ı̂) ∧ i ′=∗before(ı̂, i )]

Applying the temporal relation modifier meaning ofbefore (54) to a contextualized in-
definite NP of typei i t , followed by an existential determiner, gives identical results to
applying the existential determiner first, followed by the temporal generalized quanti-
fier modifier meaning ofbefore (53). Letλi λı̂ .i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗pred(i ) be an arbitrary plural
temporal relation of typei i t .

(55) a. λi ′λı̂ .∃i [i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗pred(i ) ∧ i ′=∗before(ı̂, i )] before (54)

b. λJλı̂ .∃i ′[∃i [i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗pred(i ) ∧ i ′=∗before(ı̂, i )] ∧ J(i ′)] ∃-determiner
= λJλı̂ .∃i [i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗pred(i ) ∧ J(∗before(ı̂, i ))]

(56) a. λJλı̂ .∃i [i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗pred(i ) ∧ J(i )] ∃-determiner

b. λJλı̂ .∃i [i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗pred(i ) ∧ J(∗before(ı̂, i ))] before (53)

We will assume that expressions are always interpreted at the lowest available type
(Partee and Rooth 1983; for a recent proposal about type shifting, see Winter (to ap-
pear)).

We now have the necessary machinery to account for the semantics of the coordi-
nate temporal PPs in (48). The meaning of the prepositionbefore (54) and its analogue
after apply to the contextualized temporal NPsearthquakes andhurricanes.

(57) before earthquakes: λi ′λı̂ .∃i [i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗quake(i ) ∧ i ′=∗before(ı̂, i )]

(58) after hurricanes: λi ′λı̂ .∃i [i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗hurric (i ) ∧ i ′=∗after(ı̂, i )]

The coordinate PPbefore earthquakes and after hurricanes is interpreted through cu-
mulative conjunction (33), raised to accommodate the extra temporal argument.

(59) and(i i t )(i i t )(i i t ): λI i i t λJ i i t λi λı̂ .∃i1, i2[i = i1 ⊕ i2 ∧ I (i1)(ı̂) ∧ J(i2)(ı̂)]

(60) λi ′λı̂ .∃i ′1, i ′2[i ′ = i ′1 ⊕ i ′2 ∧ ∃i1[i1 ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗quake(i1) ∧ i ′1=∗before(ı̂, i1)]
∧ ∃i2[i2 ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗hurric (i2) ∧ i ′2=∗after(ı̂, i2)]]

In order to act as a temporal modifier, the PP denotation must raise to the type of a
generalized quantifier; this is achieved with an implicit existential determiner.

(61) λJλı̂ .∃i ′[∃i ′1, i ′2[i ′ = i ′1 ⊕ i ′2
∧ ∃i1[i1 ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗quake(i1) ∧ i ′1=∗before(ı̂, i1)]
∧ ∃i2[i2 ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗hurric (i2) ∧ i ′2=∗after(ı̂, i2)]]

∧ J(i ′)]

= λJλı̂ .∃i1, i2[i1 ⊕ i2 ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗quake(i1) ∧ ∗hurric (i2)
∧ J(∗before(ı̂, i1) ⊕ ∗after(ı̂, i2))]

The resulting temporal generalized quantifier applies to the main clause.

(62) The conferences took place before earthquakes and after hurricanes.
λı̂ .∃i1, i2[i1 ⊕ i2 ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗quake(i1) ∧ ∗hurric (i2)

∧ ∃i ′′[i ′′ ∗⊆ ∗before(ı̂, i1) ⊕ ∗after(ı̂, i2)
∧ ∗take-place(σ x.∗conf(x))(i ′′)]]]
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6 Coordinate temporal prepositions

Coordinate temporal prepositions can also give rise to cumulative readings.

(63) The conferences ended before and after a holiday.

(64) The cookies are hidden above and below the washing machine.

These sentences are true if some of the conferences ended before a certain holiday and
some after it, or if some of the cookies are hidden above the washing machine and the
others below it (additional readings are treated below).

Krifka (1990a) presents an analysis which applies to non-Boolean coordination of
prepositions under the assumption that these denote modifier functions of a type that
ends int . In the semantics developed here, temporal prepositions are functions from
contexts and intervals to other intervals. Faithful to the principle of interpreting expres-
sions at the lowest possible type, we will assume that prepositions are coordinated at
type i i i .

(65) and(i i i )(i i i )i i i : λ f λg.λi λ j . f (i, j ) ⊕ g(i, j )

(66) before and afteri i i : λi λ j .∗before(i, j ) ⊕ ∗after(i, j )

The coordinate PPbefore and after must raise to type(i i t )i i t in order to apply to the
contextualized meaning ofa holiday (note that the nounholiday is singular, and the
temporal predicateholiday is only true of atomic intervals).

(67) before and after(i i t )i i t :
λJ i i t λi ′λı̂ .∃i [ J(i )(ı̂) ∧ i ′ = ∗before(ı̂, i ) ⊕ ∗after(ı̂, i )]

(68) before and after a holiday:
λi ′λı̂ .∃i [i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ holiday(i ) ∧ i ′ = ∗before(ı̂, i ) ⊕ ∗after(ı̂, i )]

An existential determiner turns the result into a temporal generalized quantifier in order
to act as a temporal modifier (69). This temporal generalized quantifier modifies the
main clause, yielding the desired meaning (70).

(69) λJλı̂ .∃i ′[∃i [i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ holiday(i ) ∧ i ′ = ∗before(ı̂, i ) ⊕ ∗after(ı̂, i )] ∧ J(i ′)]

= λJλı̂ .∃i [i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ holiday(i ) ∧ J(∗before(ı̂, i ) ⊕ ∗after(ı̂, i ))]

(70) λı̂ .∃i [i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ holiday(i )
∧ ∃i ′[i ′ ∗⊆ ∗before(ı̂, i ) ⊕ ∗after(ı̂, i ) ∧ ∗end(σ x.∗conf(x))(i ′)]]

Coordinate temporal prepositions can result in additional readings. One reading
of (63) is true if all the conferences ended before a holiday and after a (different) hol-
iday. This reading can be derived using a Boolean, intersective interpretation of coor-
dination which reduces conjunction at high types to propositional conjunction ‘∧’ (see
Francez and Steedman (to appear) for such a treatment of coordinate prepositions).

(71) λı̂ .∃i [i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ holiday(i ) ∧

∃i ′′[i ′′ ∗⊆ ∗before(ı̂, i ) ∧ ∗end(σ x.∗conf(x))(i ′′)]]
∧ ∃i ′[i ′ ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ holiday(i ′) ∧

∃i ′′′[i ′′′ ∗⊆ ∗after(ı̂, i ′) ∧ ∗end(σ x.∗conf(x))(i ′′′)]]
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14 Ron Artstein and Nissim Francez

Another reading is intermediate between the two readings above: it is true if some of
the conferences ended before a certain holiday, while the others ended after a different
holiday. This requires that the conjuctionand be interpreted in a way that on the one
hand distributes over the meaning ofa holiday, and at the same time allows a cumulative
relation with the subject. Such a meaning can be derived if we first shift the type of
before and after to the temporal relation modifier type(i i t )i i t (54), and then use a
special conjunction for this type.

(72) and((i i t )i i t )((i i t )i i t )(i i t )i i t : λF (i i t )i i t λG(i i t )i i t .λJ i i t .F(J) t G(J)

wheret is shorthand for the(i i t )(i i t )(i i t ) meaning ofand (59).

It is not clear what general principles about conjuction and type shifting motivate this
particular meaning for conjuction; it does, however, yield the desired reading. Using
this conjuction on the type-shifted preposition meanings gives the coordinate prepo-
sitionsbefore and after a meaning of type(i i t )i i t (73), which can then apply to the
meaning ofa holiday and then continue with a derivation similar to the one in section 5
to yield the final meaning (74).

(73) λJ i i t λi ′λı̂ .∃i ′1, i ′2[i ′ = i ′1 ⊕ i ′2 ∧ ∃i1[ J(i1)(ı̂) ∧ i ′1=∗before(ı̂, i1)]
∧ ∃i2[ J(i2)(ı̂) ∧ i ′2=∗after(ı̂, i2)]]

(74) λı̂ .∃i1, i2[i1 ⊕ i2 ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ holiday(i1) ∧ holiday(i2)
∧ ∃i ′′[i ′′ ∗⊆ ∗before(ı̂, i1) ⊕ ∗after(ı̂, i2) ∧ ∗end(σ x.∗conf(x))(i ′′)]]

7 Temporal clauses

Temporal context variables do not only mediate between a nominal argument and a
temporal expression in the same clause, they also allow cumulative relations to perco-
late from one clause to another. Take sentence (10) from section 1.

(10) Andrew Johnson and Lyndon B. Johnson took office after Lincoln and Kennedy
were assassinated.

The subject of the main clause and the subject of the dependent clause stand in a cu-
mulative relation – the sentence is true in virtue of Andrew Johnson’s succession of
Lincoln and Lyndon B. Johnson’s succession of Kennedy. The meaning representa-
tion for the sentence is derived as follows. We assume that proper names denote con-
stants of typee, and that the conjunctionand at this type denotes the join operation on
the domain of entities (Link 1983; Krifka 1990a). The matrix clause interpretation is
straightforward.

(75) Andrew Johnson and Lyndon B. Johnson took office:
λı̂ .∃i ′[i ′ ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗take-office(aj ⊕ lbj )(i ′)]

The dependent clause forms a temporal generalized quantifier through the application
of an implicit temporal determiner (Pratt and Francez 1997, 2001).

(76) after Lincoln and Kennedy were assassinated:
λJλı̂ .∃i [i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗be-assasinated(al ⊕ jfk )(i ) ∧ J(∗after(ı̂, i ))]

This temporal generalized quantifier applies to the matrix clause.
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(77) Andrew Johnson and Lyndon B. Johnson took office after Lincoln and Kennedy
were assassinated:
λı̂ .∃i [i ∗⊆ ı̂ ∧ ∗be-assasinated(al ⊕ jfk )(i )

∧ ∃i ′[i ′ ∗⊆ ∗after(ı̂, i ) ∧ ∗take-office(aj ⊕ lbj )(i ′)]]

The representation in (77) now reads as follows: there exist (plural) intervalsi andi ′,
such that each of Andrew Johnson and Lyndon B. Johnson took office in (at least) one
part of i ′, each such part is after (at least) one part ofi , and in each of those parts (at
least) one of Lincoln and Kennedy was assassinated; and each of Lincoln and Kennedy
was assassinated in (at least) one part ofi , each such part is followed by (at least) one
part of i ′, and in each of those parts (at least) one of Andrew Johnson and Lyndon B.
Johnson took office. This is indeed the desired cumulative reading.

We see that cumulative relations between arguments of a main clause and a tem-
poral modifier clause follow from the semantics that allows cumulative relations be-
tween nominal arguments and temporal modifiers within a clause, without the need
for additional machinery. This is because semantically, temporal clauses are temporal
generalized quantifiers. The mediation of temporal context variables explains why tem-
poral clauses are not subject to the generalization of Sauerland (1998), Beck (2000),
and Beck and Sauerland (2000), that cumulative relations are sensitive to locality con-
straints. According to the above works, when two NPs are not coarguments of the
same verb, a cumulative relation between them only obtains as the result of a process
of complex predicate formation. For example, the sentenceSue and Amy discussed a
review of two new books allows a cumulative relation between the NPsSue and Amy
and two new books because of the possibility of forming the complex predicate “dis-
cussed a review of” (Beck and Sauerland 2000, example 50a, page 366). Such complex
predicate formation is subject to locality restrictions, so we do not expect it to be pos-
sible to form a predicate like “took office after . . . was assassinated”. Indeed, under
the semantics proposed here, cumulative relations between arguments of a main clause
and a temporal clause do not arise through the formation of a complex predicate, but
rather are mediated by the temporal context variables within each clause.

An anonymous reviewer raises the following question: why does the mechanism
proposed in this paper not generalize to allow cumulative relations between arguments
in a main clause and a complement clause? That is, why is the following sentence
still subject to Beck and Sauerland’s generalization about the locality of cumulative
relations?

(78) Andrew Johnson and Lyndon B. Johnson realized that Lincoln and Kennedy were
great presidents.

It appears that a formal system could be devised which would derive the undesired
reading, with a cumulative relation between the subjects of the main clause and the
complement clause. However, natural language does not seem to behave this way,
which implies that propositional complements and clausal temporal modifiers have dif-
ferent representations with regard to plurality. The following paragraphs are an attempt
to characterize this difference more precisely.

We start with the observation that in contrast to sentence (78) which lacks a cu-
mulative reading, sentence (79) with conjoined sentential complements does have a
cumulative reading – it is true if Andrew Johnson realized that Lincoln was a great
president and Lyndon B. Johnson realized that Kennedy was a great president.

(79) Andrew Johnson and Lyndon B. Johnson realized that Lincoln was a great presi-
dent and that Kennedy was a great president.
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16 Ron Artstein and Nissim Francez

We see that conjunction reduction does not apply to cumulative conjunction – a propo-
sition with a cumulatively conjoined subject is not the same as the cumulative conjunc-
tion of the respective propositions formed with the individual conjuncts as subjects.
This needs to be captured in a formal semantics.

We assume that verbs likerealize take propositions (sentence intensions) as comple-
ments, that propositions are sets of possible worlds, and we use a logical language with
explicit abstraction over world variables. For simplicity, we also omit all references to
times. The complement ofrealize in (78) would receive the following translation.

(80) that Lincoln and Kennedy were great presidents:
λw.∗great-pres(al ⊕ jfk )(w)

The formula in (80) denotes a set of worlds. But which worlds? Given the differ-
ence between (78) and (79), these should only be the worlds in which both Lincoln
and Kennedy were great presidents, that is the set of worlds denoted by the following
formula.

(81) λw.great-pres(al)(w) ∧ great-pres(jfk )(w)

The equivalence between (80) and (81) follows from the (lexical) fact that “be a great
president” is a predicate that distributes to all of its atoms, but only if the variablew
is limited to individual worlds. Ifw were allowed to range over pluralities of possible
worlds, then (80) would also include, say, the join of a world in which Lincoln but
not Kennedy is a great president and a world in which Kennedy but not Lincoln is a
great president. Our provisional conclusion, then, is that possible worlds do not form
plurality structures the same way that individuals and times do.

We still do not have an account of the cumulative conjunction of propositions
in (79), and it may be that pluralities of possible worlds could play a useful role there.
But developing a theory of plural worlds which preserves the current insights of inten-
sionality theory is a matter which exceeds the scope of this article. All we can say at
this point is that possible worlds do not appear to behave like individuals, events, times,
and locations with respect to plurality, and that further investigation is needed.

8 Conclusion

This paper described an extension to temporal generalized quantifier theory which al-
lows treatment of plural expressions (both nominal and temporal), and correctly cap-
tures cumulative relations between arguments and modifiers. The extension mostly
consists of a straightforward application of the semilattice structures of Link (1983) to
represent plurality, and the mechanism of Scha (1981) and Krifka (1990a) for capturing
cumulative inferences. The proposed system departs from previous works on tempo-
ral generalized quantifier theory (Pratt and Francez 1997, 2001; von Stechow 2002;
Francez and Steedman to appear; Artstein 2005) in the following two aspects.

1. Temporal prepositions are allowed to have denotations at a lower type than mod-
ifiers of temporal generalized quantifiers (type((i t )i t )(i t )i t ). This is necessary
in order to correctly characterize cumulative relations brought about by the co-
ordination of temporal prepositions and PPs (sections 5 and 6).

2. Contextualization, the operation which transforms a predicate of times to a rela-
tion between event times and context times, must sometimes apply as part of the
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semantic derivation and not as a lexical operation. This allows for cumulative
relations over a long ‘cascade’ of temporal modifiers (section 4).

The semantics also correctly allows for cumulative relations between arguments of a
main clause and a temporal modifier clause. This is achieved without violating locality
restrictions on the accessible domains of cumulative readings.
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